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The last ten minutes of the watch were irritating like a gun that hangs fire; those men did not belong to the world of heroic adventure; they weren’t bad chaps though ... The quality of these men did not matter; he rubbed shoulders with them, but they could not touch him; he shared the air they breathed, but he was different.\[1\]

I. Lord Jim and other middling imperialists

Joseph Conrad’s ‘Lord’ Jim is a louche British sailor, serving in the Indian Ocean. While navigating the Patna from the Indonesian archipelago to Mecca, Jim and the other European officers become convinced that the ship is about to sink. They abandon the Patna for the lifeboats, and leave the passengers—mostly pilgrims on the Hajj—to die. But the Patna does not sink, and Jim is punished by a colonial court of inquiry. He takes the blame alone, loses his navigation certificate, and retreats to ‘Patusan,’ an island in the South Seas, where he sacrifices himself in an affair of honor. In the epigraph above, Jim reflects on his position among the officers of the Patna. The quotation shows his haughty sense of himself as an upright man in the tropics, standing out from among indolent “natives” and dilapidated Europeans. But Jim’s cowardice and public humiliation put the lie to his grandiosity.

Lord Jim offers two important lessons in writing the history of the British Empire. First, Jim’s decisions are colored by a sense of himself as an imperial hero, and by his notion of imperial heroism—the self-regard of imperial personnel mattered. Second, for every ‘great man’ of the Empire, there were a thousand Lord Jims. The lives of the working people of the Empire—common sailors, soldiers, and laborers—require imaginative reconstruction. The role of the middle classes in British domestic history is well known, but bureaucrats and career petty officers have been neglected by historians of the British Empire.\[2\] Middling imperialists, including career administrators, warrant officers, and clerks, left a fecund archive of paperwork and occasional writing. Just as Lord Jim cracks open a colonial life to reveal the seedy, wriggling ambiguities at the heart of British colonialism in Southeast Asia, so the lives of middling officials can burrow into the complexities of imperial and colonial history.
This essay reconstructs the life and authorship of one middling imperialist, the Royal Navy surgeon and bureaucrat Peter Leonard. Leonard began his Navy career in the Preventive Squadron, a British military force composed of Royal Navy vessels and Royal Marines, based at the British colony of Sierra Leone. The Squadron’s mission was to intercept slaving vessels off the coast of West Africa, cruising off the coast from present-day Senegal as far south as present-day South Africa. Understaffed, often ineffective, but highly publicized and controversial, the Squadron tacked on the fault-line between Evangelical humanitarianism and colonial economic exploitation. Peter Leonard, like Lord Jim, believed himself to be a man of class and distinction unrecognized among his social inferiors. He served in Africa, among local African people and rough British sailors, but carefully separated himself from them. He wrote two memoirs framing his life and career for readers in London and the mid-Atlantic United States. Although Peter Leonard cannot represent the entire British Empire, his career shows how British imperial officials could disconnect themselves from the people they purported to govern and lead, suggesting how that individual construction of difference shaped British imperialism on the coast of West Africa.

Peter Leonard wrote about his life in Sierra Leone in two volumes. The first, published in the United States, wrote approvingly of slavery, while the second, abolitionist in tone, was published in both Britain and the United States. Leonard left more traces than these two published books—he had a long career in the imperial bureaucracy, and his promotions, degrees, and appearances at parties and conferences are preserved in newspapers, magazines, and ephemera. I have followed Peter Leonard through this diffuse archive, and I have tried to expose how he managed his relationship to his profession, to his physical environment, to the West African coast and its peoples, and to issues of class and nationality in order to separate himself from the station on which he served—to show that he never “went native.”

Reading individual lives to uncover fragments of the wider history of the British Empire can be an effective tool for managing its massive scope and complexity. The history of the British Empire has vexed the search for a grand narrative; it is telling that the Oxford History of the British Empire, edited by William Roger Louis, is a compilation of individual
essays written by prominent scholars in more than one hundred and fifty sub-fields.[4] The search for a cohesive account of the Empire has prompted some to flog and rack material into a rigid framework and to ignore exceptions to maintain control of the narrative.[5] John Darwin suggests a more productive and flexible approach. His recent book, The Empire Project, proposes that the British Empire spread and operated as a series of “bridgeheads”—that local people and British personnel on the ground shaped the structure and direction of the empire far more than did strategists and politicians in London.[6] Historians of the Empire, following Darwin, can embrace its diversity, and look for interconnections between fields of operation and spheres of influence. In particular, a group of scholars, inspired by the example of historical geography, have used individual lives as a powerful tool for writing imperial history.[7] In this vein, Peter Leonard’s life and autobiography can show how local circumstances and institutional forces shaped the life of one colonial official but also how the life of one colonial official can speak to imperial history writ large.

II. Peter Leonard, Africa, and Africans

Peter Leonard was born at St. Vigeans, in Arbroath, Scotland in 1801, and was first educated at the Arbroath Academy.[8] On May 15, 1822, the Royal College of Surgeons in Edinburgh announced that “Since Candlemas last, the following Gentlemen have appeared before [the College], and having produced Certificates of their having completed the Course of Study prescribed by the College ... have been found fully qualified to practise the Arts of Anatomy, Surgery and Pharmacy.”[9] Peter Leonard, “of Forfarshire,” was listed among the graduates.[10] The Licentiate was a relatively new kind of degree. Before it was introduced, in the early nineteenth century, surgeons were professionalized by experience, rather than by the granting of a formal degree. An historian of the Edinburgh Royal College of Surgeons writes, “The chief importance of the [new] diploma was that it defined a new kind of surgeon, based not on what a young man did in practice, but rather on what he had studied ... To students it gave the prestige of a Latin diploma and the psychological assurance of being ‘perfectly qualified.’”[11] Peter Leonard’s decision to take the Licentiate in Surgery speaks to his ambitions—he wanted to be seen as a gentleman, not as a sawbones. He could have qualified for the naval service by earning the
even cheaper Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries (LSA), which was considerably easier and less expensive to complete than the training and licensing procedures demanded by the Royal College of Surgeons. [12] But Leonard must have recognized that a more advanced education offered the possibility of greater advancement. And yet, Leonard was not a gentleman-physician, as class divisions existed within the medical community; “between physicians and surgeons; between consultants with MDs and general practitioners with MDs; between Fellows of the Royal College of Surgeons and Licentiates; and between all these groups, and practitioners without diplomas of any sort.”[13] Leonard had a degree, but he would need to work to be considered a gentleman.

Leonard was employed by the Navy Medical Service, the less respectable of the two military medical services, themselves less fashionable than private practice.[14] From 1811 to 1824, roughly five percent of Edinburgh medical students graduated into the Army Medical Service. The Army was the first branch of the British military to offer inducements for gentlemen with medical training, or those who wished to be considered to be gentlemen, to enlist; in 1805, the rank of Surgeon’s Mate was replaced with the rank of Assistant Surgeon in the Army. To be an Assistant Surgeon, rather than a “mate,” flattered the pretensions of trained surgeons.[15] The Navy maintained the rank of Surgeon’s Mate, as well as the rank of Assistant Surgeon, for much longer, but it seems as though Leonard’s training paid an early dividend, for in 1823, he was promoted from Surgeon’s Mate to Assistant Surgeon.[16] In 1829, while he was at sea of the African coast, Leonard was promoted again, to the rank of Surgeon.[17] Peter Leonard’s education and literary pretensions made him feel like a gentleman—and in a sense he was, but he remained subordinate both socially and in the chain of command to commissioned officers.

Leonard was also a Scot, common among Britons at work in the Empire, but still something of a barrier to social mobility in England. The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, particularly after the final end of the Jacobite insurrection in 1745, were periods of enormous opportunity for Scots willing to gamble on the possibilities of the new British Empire. [18] Christopher Harvie writes, “The success of Scots in imperial administration had a ... combination of boldness, competence and lack of caste.”[19] Ian Donnachie remarks that “enterprising Scots, universally
‘on the make,’ were naturally associated with success.”[20] In his celebration of the Scottish role in the British Empire, Andrew Dewar Gibb reflects that “the Scotsman is less interested than the Englishman in the artificial distinctions between classes and less insistent upon the perfection of his institutions and mode of life.”[21] All of these writers are correct in one respect – the Scots were extremely successful in the Empire. In the East India Company, an enormous proportion of the clerks, merchants, and directors were Scots; one head of the Company referred to his board of directors as his “Scotch guardians.”[22] When France gave up Saint Kitts in 1713, fully half of the land grants went to Scots, and before 1750, Scots had become the dominant landowners in Jamaica and Tobago.[23] But this success—although it might have been motivated by a vigorous egalitarianism and fueled by an astonishingly successful system of higher education—was not intended to export that democracy and entrepreneurial ethos to other countries. Scots wanted status in the Empire, and working in far-flung outposts was a way to earn that status. Peter Leonard gazed at London, even as he fixed his eyes on Africa. He wanted to participate in a sophisticated metropolitan culture, and his service in Africa was a stepping-stone toward that goal. In his first volume of autobiography, Leonard reflected on “home,” noting

They say that Englishmen have not a love of country—ask one of her exiled children, whom years and tender ties may have fixed in a foreign land, where is his home! and he will tell you ‘England’: that he loves no other country or people; that it would embitter the last moments of his existence to think that his bones should whiten in any but his native soil. No, it is the well-fed, discontented resident, who, never having been in a foreign land, fancies that England is not the home of his affections; but, from necessity, or as a punishment, compel him to leave it, and then he like all her children, sighs for his isle “his native isle,” and says ‘England, with all thy faults, I love thee still.’[24]

At least in print, Leonard considered “England” his home – like many Scots who sought their fortune in the Empire, Leonard blurs the line between English, Scottish, and British. And yet, there is an element of Scottish identity at play in Leonard’s work, despite his identification with England. Among the African peoples of the West African coast, Leonard most admired the “Kroomen” (Kru): “These men,” he wrote, “are an emigrant and industrious race … They are, in fact, the Scotsmen of
Africa. They are a remarkably strong, active, hardy, and intelligent race of men.”[25] Taken together with the previous passage, Leonard seems to suggest here that Scots—and convicts and economic migrants and exiles—are more English than the English, because they have experienced distance from the mother country and all of the desolation that attends it. Moreover, and typically, Africans are a point of comparison, a foil used by Leonard to express his own pride at being a Scot.

Leonard published his two volume memoir, *The Western coast of Africa* and *Records of a Voyage to the Western Coast of Africa*, in 1833. The memoirs are not records of his service; there are no case histories in the books, and very few reminders of Leonard’s status as a medical officer. Rather than defining himself by his profession, Leonard defined himself against the exotic backdrop of equatorial Africa. In 1832, Leonard resided on shore in Sierra Leone for several weeks while his ship was refitted. While on leave in the colony, he occasionally visited the local racetrack to bet on the horses. Leonard was glad to have found a British pastime on the sweltering coast of western Africa. But horses in Sierra Leone were different than in Britain; the comforts of home were made strange by the experience. “The horses,” Leonard reported, “most of which are brought from the Gambia, are very small, and generally in bad condition—something of the same breed as Don Quixote’s mare.” But, he reminded his readers, they ought not to judge West African horses by British standards—on the coast of West Africa, racehorses “are all kept for the common purposes of riding or driving, and none exclusively for the turf … we know that all things—horses as well as men—are measured by comparison.”[26] Self-awareness and introspection were not Peter Leonard’s strong suits; the surgeon said more than he meant when he chastised his readers for judging African horses by European standards. When Leonard praised or condemned an aspect of African society, the contrast reveals a complex and conflicted self, anxious about professional advancement, about class, and about the future of British imperial adventures on the western coast of Africa.

British Sierra Leone (as opposed to the African societies that surrounded the colony) was a contradictory marriage of vulgar capitalism and Evangelical piety. The colony was founded to anchor British interests in West Africa and as a place to repatriate both emancipated Africans and North Americans of African descent who had remained loyal to Britain.
during the American Revolution. Sierra Leone, then, was an expression of both the good intentions and monstrous arrogance of British abolitionism—an experiment in state-building as strange as the penal colonies of Australia and one far less studied by historians of the British Empire.[27] Historians of Africa have made various and important contributions to the history of the societies in the vicinity of the colony. Many of these historians emphasize how adaptive and resilient West African societies were in response to British colonialism and to British anti-slavery.[28] These two bodies of literatures have rarely been brought into conversation with one another. Peter Leonard does not bridge the gap, but his career shows how deliberate and heedless Britons could be about the lives and cultures of the people whom they proposed to govern. In this sense, Peter Leonard may suggest why imperial and colonial histories of West Africa have been so mutually exclusive.

Aloofness toward Africans came easily to British colonial officials. Although there was a consistent British presence on the Freetown peninsula from the 1780s, the British government struggled to control the colony’s hinterland – the colonial authorities were understaffed and were rotated in and out too often to gain much understanding or appreciation of the complex politics of local peoples. Megan Vaughan argues that for many colonial medical practitioners, “there was a strong strand of thinking which held that Africans were, by definition, hardly capable of being individuals at all.”[29] The closed, transient British settlement at Sierra Leone seems to have fostered this dehumanizing logic. Few settlers ever met an African who was not a migrant laborer, resident in the colony for a few seasons, and colonial leaders generally met with local rulers as formalized “palavers,” communicating through an interpreter.[30] In the British press, Sierra Leone was either a foothold for “civilizing” the West Coast of Africa or else a sinister “white man’s grave.”[31] The colony was understood either as a triumph of British cultural superiority or as a function of its effects on European bodies. Peter Leonard shared this bone-deep racism: to his eyes, Africa appears as a backdrop, and Africans as stock characters. Abolitionism and humanitarianism, needless to say, did not require a nuanced or even a patronizing understanding of African cultures.

III. Peter Leonard, imperialist.
Peter Leonard published his memoirs in two different editions, both in 1833. The American version includes a swashbuckling account of the voyage from the Mozambique Channel around the Cape of Good Hope and north to Sierra Leone. This volume, based on contemporary reviews, seems to have never been published in Britain. It includes a strikingly different account of the slave trade than the second. In the first volume, Leonard was cavalier about the impact of the slave trade on Africans. He even offered a kind of apology:

As this is probably the last occasion I shall have of referring to the sorrows and cruelties of slavery, I may, perhaps, be allowed to make a few observations upon that much-agitated question. It is not my intention to enter upon the subject of slavery with regard to its political importance, but briefly to state the probable moral benefit conferred upon mankind by its establishment in Africa. Another reason for my entering more fully into its particulars is, to make it clearly understood, that the passages in my journal which allude to the miseries and barbarities endured by the slave, apply only to the disgraceful manner in which the trade is carried on upon the western coast of Africa, and not in any respect to the domestic labourer employed in our West Indian Colonies under the same name.[32]

Leonard, in the first sentence, recognized and regretted the decline of colonial slavery. Slavery, Leonard argued, put a stop to barbaric rituals of cannibalism and human sacrifice that he suggested had prevailed in West Africa before the arrival of Europeans. Leonard gave a classical account of the origins of slavery; he looked back to Justinian to justify human bondage. “Justinian says,” Leonard began, “slaves are so called (servi), because conquerors, instead of putting their prisoners to death, are accustomed to sell them, and thus save their lives (conservare).”[33] When Leonard exculpated the West Indian Colonies, he made a distinction between the “virtuous” British system and the perfidious Portuguese and Spanish versions of the slave trade. The British were enlightened enough to brutally kidnap slaves (or purchase them from brutal kidnappers) and transport them to a better life in the New World—and doubly enlightened, presumably, because they had the perspicacity to abolish the trade before it got too out of hand. In summary, although
The intercourse between Africa and Europe was first stimulated by
cupidity: that Africa has derived benefit from this intercourse, cannot be
doubted. The inactive character of the negroes would never have led
them to improvement in either their laws or customs, and centuries
elapsed without producing any apparent change, or advancement
towards civilisation. ‘Their rude ignorance,’ says Gibbon, ‘has never
invented effectual weapons of defence or destruction; they appear
incapable of forming any extensive plans of government or conquest,
and the obvious inferiority of their mental faculties has been discovered
and abused by the nations of the Temperate Zone.’[34]

This apology for the slave trade is depressingly familiar and not
unsurprising, but it is surprising when compared to the much more
widely-read second volume of Leonard’s autobiography.

In 1833, the year of his memoir’s publication—both of its parts in
America, only its second volume in Britain—Parliament abolished
slavery in the British Empire. That fact may account for the suppression
of the first volume in Britain; old West India families would not have
liked to be reminded of the loss of their slaves, and abolitionists would be
furious at the republication of offensive arguments in favor of human
traffic. At any rate, by the time Peter Leonard served in the Preventive
Squadron, his view of Africa and Africans had changed. He wrote, “That
the intellectual capacity and the moral feeling of the liberated African
black is in all respects equal to the civilized and educated individual with
a skin of a different colour … I have, with much gratification, observed in
numerous instances.”[35] Leonard’s view of Africans did become more
enlightened, but the distinction between Leonard’s two volumes of
autobiography is less stark than it might appear to be. Leonard might
have changed his mind about the specifics of the slave trade, and about
its morality, but he continued to believe completely in the superiority of
British culture to all others, and in the mission of the British to raise
Africa up from benighted weakness to equality. He had changed his
mind only about best practices.

While traveling north along the coast of western Africa, Peter Leonard
was shocked by a prison in a village somewhere in the coastal areas of the
Niger Delta. “I saw a miserable-looking mortal stretched on his back
upon the ground, with a spar of wood extending his arms, and another
his legs … I was informed that he had been lying in this posture for many
weeks; and as food was given him daily, life still remained—a mass of corruption, to be slowly destroyed by the animals of too disgusting a nature to mention, which were actually devouring the living flesh from his bones.”[36] This spectacle – which could easily be a revolting, titillating invention – caused him to divide Africans into the “savage” and the “civilized.” He argued that “civilized” Africans—that is, those who had been educated by missionaries—were more hurt by enslavement, and more appreciative of freedom. “Surely,” he argued, “the slave must feel his abject condition most acutely, who is blessed by the benign beams of civilization … who feels himself a man.”[37] The Africans he encountered in Sierra Leone were ready to benefit from Britain’s paternal instruction.

In 1827 Kenneth Macaulay wrote an apology for the colony at Sierra Leone. People in London had noted that many of the missionaries sent to the colony never returned. Macaulay did not think much of the missionary mindset. “I cannot help attributing much of the more recent mortality among the missionaries … to a morbid state of mind,” he wrote. “Other men go out filled with the hope of realizing a little property and returning home … very different are the feelings of the missionary;—his mind is strongly impressed with a dread of the colony … he considers sickness and death in a few years a certainty.”[38] Entrepreneurs, Macaulay suggested, were better imperialists than missionaries; because they wanted to make their pile and return home, they were more likely to stay alive than missionaries, who went to immolate themselves in God’s service. This view echoes a broader discomfort with evangelical activity along the trade routes of the Empire. Historian Andrew Porter’s work shows that imperial officials were often suspicious of missionaries, and considered the spread of Christianity to be secondary to other imperial matters.[39]

The ultra-Tory magazine *John Bull* was a particularly strident opponent of missionary work. Missionaries, an editorial read, “are, for the most part, needy, under-bred, and ignorant people athirst for a livelihood.” They had little to do with the expansion of the British Empire; if anything, they “do an infinity of mischief wherever they come; and because, if any good come of the carrying [of missionaries] of such commodities, the master of a stage-coach on which any of them travel, or even the coach-master’s horses themselves, are equally entitled to our gratitude.”[40] The missionaries, *John Bull* maintained, were not spreading civilization any more than were the men, beasts and ships who toiled to transport goods by land and by sea.
Captains, sailors, and their ships were as important to the spread of British influence as were missionaries. The London *Examiner* agreed. At missionary meetings, its authors opined, “Every speech contains, first, an exhortation to put money into the Society’s purse, and then a little *fable* invented for its especial honour. We have often remarked that a dozen Reverend speakers have followed each other, each in turn contributing some gross and palpable fiction, for the edification of the company.”[41]

In the first volume of his autobiography, Peter Leonard took the side of *John Bull* and other ornery conservatives. He called the evangelicals ‘saints’ – a standard term of abuse for the evangelical party in Parliament. “The man who has seen the wild African roaming in his native woods,” he sniffed, “and the well-fed happy-looking negro of the West Indies, may perhaps be able to judge of their comparative happiness; the former, I strongly suspect, would be glad to change his state of boasted freedom, starvation, and disease to become the slave of sinners, and the commiseration of saints!”[42] He also smugly dismissed the campaign, launched by evangelicals like Josiah Wedgwood, which asked the question, of slaves, “‘Am I Not a Man and a Brother?’: But, to wind up the description of these ‘brothers and natural relations!’ as the saints call them; (thank Heaven, if my glass does not deceive me, I need not acknowledge the relationship; and, in my opinion, it does little credit to those Mistres who are constantly boasting of the connexion).”[43] In the second volume, however, there is nothing but praise for the missionaries and their schools. This distinction is little more than cosmetic—whether it was missionaries or slavers who were doing the domestication, the greatest desideratum for Africa remained the construction of a new civilization on a European model. In this sense, although Peter Leonard is something of a footnote in the history of colonialism, he speaks for the majority. The reviewer for the *London Literary Gazette* understood Leonard’s meaning quite clearly: “We should not allow our hearts to run away with our heads; but submit our sympathy to our reason; and consider, while we liberate and throw upon their own resources a vast body of mankind ... he must be prepared for emancipation, his new duties taught him.”[44] Civilization meant discipline, a chain of command, concepts a naval surgeon could appreciate.
IV. Peter Leonard, surgeon

A surgeon in the Royal Navy needed to be stoic, and a surgeon in the West African service needed a heart of stone. The station was by far the most mortal British theatre of operations. From 1825 to 1845, an average of 981 sailors served on the station each year. And each year, on average, 6.3% of those sailors died from disease. The rate of death was 58.4 deaths from disease per 1,000 serving men (with 64.9 deaths per 1,000 from all causes). In comparison, mortality from disease in the Mediterranean service was 9.3 deaths per 1,000, 9.8 per 1,000 in the English Channel, and 18.1 per 1,000 in the West Indies.[45] This raw data on mortality says nothing about the effect of malaria and other diseases on fighting strength and productivity. An attack of malaria might not kill a sailor, but it was likely to incapacitate him. The average mortality rate also obscures years of horrific epidemic disease. In 1829, for example, 202 of 792 sailors in the squadron died from disease (26%). In a prolonged epidemic of yellow fever in 1837 and 1838, roughly thirteen percent of the squadron’s force died each year.[46] Peter Leonard, like his professional peers, was cavalier about disease. When he and his fellow surgeons offered the traditional toast, “To a bloody war or a sickly season,” they were only partly being ironic—their livelihood was vomit and gore, and they knew it.[47] Leonard was casual about his own experience of disease. He wrote, with impressive *sang-froid*, that near the end of his first period of service on the coast, “I had for some time been affected with a disease in the liver, accompanied with severe pain in the side; and, within the last two months, had been suffering much from a complaint in the lungs, frequently throwing up large quantities of blood.”[48] Leonard was happy to have survived the disease, but his illness is mentioned as an aside. There is no way of knowing whether naval surgeons “really” believed in their rhetoric, but they certainly made an effort to present themselves as fearless and implacable. At the same time, Leonard was careful to distinguish himself from his charges; his published works treat sailors as they do Africans—with a carefully distant, callous hauteur.

And yet, Leonard would have lived cheek-to-cheek with Jack Tar, sharing provisions, space and pathogens with the crew. Zachary Friedenberg, a historian of naval medicine, takes the long view of shipboard epidemics. “A ship on a long cruise,” he writes, “was a superb model with which to study the epidemiology of contagion. When at sea, [a ship was] an
isolated unit, not subjected to diseases introduced by strangers.”[49] But few surgeons could have had the leisure time to make systematic observations. The Royal Navy’s *Report on the Climate and Principal Diseases of the African Station*, written by senior physicians Alexander Bryson and William Burnett, was compiled in London from the disparate individual accounts of surgeons at sea. Surgeons ashore might have styled themselves as men of science, but at sea they were officers first and foremost, interested in good order on board their ships. Surgeons killed many seamen with their ministrations but improved the morale of the others. As long as the surgeon and his mates were alive, sailors felt safer. On board a warship, at anchor a few miles from the coast of Africa, the atmosphere of isolation and paranoia must have been intense. An epidemic of tropical fever might have thrown the ship into anarchy, and the ship surgeon’s could keep the ship calm. Peter Leonard was more of a talisman than a healer.

In 1829 the *United Service Journal* published a letter from an officer in the African service. The officer reported that an epidemic of yellow fever had begun on board the ships in the squadron. For both officers and men, the beginning of a particularly deadly epidemic on board ship was terrifying. For one thing, the origins of the epidemic were murky and frightening: “some believe that a ship from Gibraltar took it there; others that some of the prizes, with slaves from the Benny, did.” No one knew exactly whence the epidemic had come, but everyone on board was acutely aware of its virulence. “The panic was dreadful,” the contributor to the *United Service Journal* wrote, “and no wonder, it was a certain ‘CLUE UP’ with you, if attacked: at least, there are not more than three or four instances where they survived it: well, ILL, DEAD and BURIED within forty-eight hours.”[50] For a surgeon, an epidemic was an opportunity for a display of clinical bravado. One Dr. M’Kinnal, mentioned in Bryson and Burnett’s *Report*, epitomizes the spirit to which surgeons aspired. During an epidemic of yellow fever, M’Kinnal asked his assistant to collect some of the blood-saturated “black vomit” associated with hemorrhagic yellow fever. The assistant complied, and later that day, when the men were assembled for their noon meal,

Mr. Green, the officer of the forenoon watch, was then going below, when [Dr M’Kinnal] called him over, and filling out a glassful of the black vomit, asked him if he would like to have some of it; being answered in
the negative, he then said, ‘Very well, here is your health, Green,’ and drank it off. It is almost unnecessary to add, that it did not impair his appetite for dinner, nor did he suffer any inconvenience from it afterwards.[51]

Dr. M’Kinnal was lucky – as it happens, yellow fever is blood-borne, and so unless Dr. M’Kinnal had abscesses in his mouth or innards, he was relatively unlikely to become infected. Still, his stoic performance represents the summa of the dispassionate leadership that was expected from Royal Navy surgeons.

Although Peter Leonard’s autobiographical writings include few accounts of his professional activity, the hard-boiled posturing of maritime medicine nonetheless pervades his writings. Leonard presented himself as a kind of omniscient observer of the passing scene – an apt pose and gaze for a medical officer. He was nervous about the disease environment in the colony, but he presented his anxieties in mannered, cool prose.

“While we are assured that a return [from the colony] is as next to impossible, or, if our guiding star should be so propitious, it will be with impaired health: the choicest jewel of the casket will be lost.”[52] Leonard, when reflecting on his mortality, stepped away from the personal and into the first-person plural. His metaphor for health is wryly fatalistic—human life is represented as a “casket,” and good health is just a decoration for the bier. Leonard continued in the same vein: “Again, hope, like a cunning juggler, intermingles with our darker thoughts, perverts our reason, and flatters us with the hope that all may yet be well ... grave as the subject must be, it is almost impossible to avoid smiling at the unique winding up of the sad history of almost every person he met in Freetown.”[53] Because of his medical training and his professional calling, the naval surgeon was the best-qualified to understand and rationalize the high mortality at the colony. He survived with his sense of irony intact: “The brief history of almost every poor devil,” he wrote, “whether resident or casual visitor, is wound up by our friend with these words—‘He died one day.’”[54]

Leonard was staggered by the natural beauty of West Africa but was always alert to the dangers he thought were concealed in the scenery – the miasmas which he believed caused epidemic disease. Philip Curtin, one of the few historians to have paid the surgeon any attention, takes Leonard to be a typical colonial observer of West Africa. Writers like...
Leonard, Curtin insists, interpreted tropical Africa “as both alien and forbidding. A romantic antithesis was often drawn between the beauty of nature and the sinister shadow of tropical death.”[55] This is a fair assessment, but Curtin does not do much with it. Curtin uses Leonard as a foil for other, more enlightened colonialists. Leonard wrote, in the second volume of his memoir, “It is painful to the imagination to conceive this ... exuberance of vegetation is the remote cause of that great destruction of European life, for which [Africa] is so distinguished—contaminating the surrounding atmosphere with mephitic exhalations by its annual death and putrefaction.”[56] In his first volume, Leonard was even more direct. The African landscape, he wrote,

Is beautifully picturesque, and about sun-set presents one of the grandest objects it is possible to conceive, as the chasms in the neighbourhood of the peak afford so many splendid and varying colours when the sun is far below our visible horizon; but yet, falling with his dying lustre upon these high pinnacles, every projecting fragment reflects different bright tints, which keep constantly changing as he approaches his ocean bed. It is strange that the most picturesque spots along this coast are in general the most deadly. Sierra Leone is a beautiful grave: this spot again is almost unrivalled for scenery, but the air is contaminated.[57]

This sense of the tension between the beauty of the country and its dreadful diseases was relatively common, and Leonard’s professional training encouraged him to emphasize its irony; a surgeon was expected to cultivate an air of detachment.

There was nothing Peter Leonard could do to arrest or treat most fevers. Whenever humans move between disease environments, even in the twenty-first century, people die—especially those from the global north moving to the global south—because of exposure to novel pathogens. Philip Curtin calls this process the “relocation cost” of colonialism, measured in the percent increase (or, extremely rarely, percent decrease) between the mortality rate in the metropolis and the mortality rate in the colony. “Almost any movement from Europe to the tropical world,” Curtin concludes, “exacted a price in increased deaths. In the early nineteenth century it was around 200 to 300 percent for movement to India, and it rose to 600 percent for movement to West Africa.”[58] Surgeons like Peter Leonard, because of their adherence to the miasmatic theory of disease causation, had a particularly keen feeling
of the inevitability of disease in the tropics. And so Leonard’s interventions into medical debates tended to focus less on therapeutic techniques and more on preventing sailors from being exposed to miasmas. He disapproved, for example, of the use of mercury. He worried about the side-effects of the treatment, “soreness of the mouth, foetor of the breath, ulceration of the gums … bloated and oedematous tumefaction of the face and head,” and wonders why, considering the grisly side-effects, “Several of the medical men here, from some unaccountable fatuity, continue to practise the same treatment.” The debate on mercury speaks to the transnational, convoluted world of British imperial medicine: the treatment of fevers with mercury and the eschewing of blood-letting were distinctive to medicine in the British East India Company from roughly 1750 to 1830. It is not clear whether Dr. Leonard was making a plea for the distinctive localism of African medicine by condemning mercury therapy or whether he was even aware of the predilection of India-trained physicians for mercurial treatment, but it seems plausible; the climactic theory of disease causation was based on an intense awareness of local conditions. The overall impression, though, of Leonard’s autobiographical writings, is less that we are reading work about medicine, and more that Leonard is adopting the poses and attitudes typical of a medical man in the early nineteenth century.

V. Sailors’ bodies in quarantine

In his dealings with African people, Peter Leonard took care to emphasize both his physical and cultural separation from them. He used the disease environment as a symbol of both the fecundity and apparent mortality of Africa and Africans. Leonard would have been unable to avoid frequent and intimate physical contact with common sailors, but he found other ways to differentiate himself, to emphasize his elevated class and status. Before the germ theory of disease causation conquered Western medicine, many British physicians believed that disease was caused by miasmas rising from the soil. For miasmatists, etiology came close to animism; disease was a morbid expression of the terroir. Malaria was believed to be caused by the fumes of decomposing plants and every biota had its own particular fever. Auguste Hirsch, Professor of Medicine at the University of Berlin, summarized the conventional wisdom: “All that we know of the production of malaria forces us to assume that it
stands in a close connexion with the processes of decomposition of organic matters, especially vegetable matters ... we are led to assume that malaria is bound up with the soil in an essential degree.”[62] Physicians and chemists debated the origin and composition of the malarial poison. Chemists suggested it might be a kind of sulfurous fume, and botanists insisted that fungal spores were to blame, but most physicians agreed that some invisible power inherent in the landscape caused infectious disease.

In Berlin, Dr. Hirsch read and distilled the literature on remittent and intermittent fevers and published his findings in sturdy handbooks. For a naval surgeon in a malarial zone, the disease was an intimate, a mutineer among the crew. On September 4, 1841, on board a British steamship cruising up the Niger Delta, John Pegler, a stoker, visited the ship’s surgeon. The surgeon, J.O. M’William, wrote in his log that Pegler “complained yesterday [of fever], for which he had a dose of calomel and James’ powder.”[63] The calomel and James’ powder, two mercury-based preparations, would have caused Pegler to sweat and to salivate profusely; the surgeon hoped that the drugs would flush out the sailor’s system, and eliminate the malarial poison. The treatment was unsuccessful. Dr. M’William prescribed more calomel and a course of bleeding. He wrote his observations in English and his prescriptions in Latin shorthand. At 11 p.m., Pegler fainted from blood loss, but M’William was happy to note that the patient “inclines to sleep ... headache easier ... eyes less suffused.” The next morning, Pegler seemed a bit better. M’William noticed that the patient “has been quiet and easy since last visit. Slight mercurial fetor of mouth. Bowels again opened, stools dark, scybalous.” M’William’s notes ooze professional confidence. But notwithstanding the surgeon’s expertise in interpreting the quality (poor) and consistency (hard) of his charges’ bowel movements, he had done little to ease his patient’s suffering. At 8:30 in the morning of September 5, Pegler was nearly comatose, “arms spasmodically extended, and he moves them about with a sawing motion ... pulse small and thread. Respiration short and frequent.” Pegler died less than twelve hours later.[64]

M’William’s account of a single case of fever aboard his ship is poignant synecdoche for the struggle of many surgeons in the Royal Navy. The doctor’s confident tone and command of the esoteric vocabulary of
nineteenth-century medicine speak to his education and professional status, but his horribly destructive prescriptions—bloodletting for anemia and diuretic calomel for dehydration—speak to his inability to heal. M’William and other naval surgeons have left behind these case histories for posterity as a record of their service in the tropics. Peter Leonard did not; his works do not engage with his professional duties, and so his peers’ experiences must stand as a proxy. Leonard chose not to write about the bloody details of tropical disease. Instead, his memoirs consist in ruminations on status and promotion. Still, it is important to remember that Leonard would have killed more than a few Peglers in his service, and he chose to exclude those experiences from his autobiography.

The absence of ordinary sailors in Leonard’s memoirs is particularly glaring because so much of Leonard’s time in the colony would have been spent on board ship. By the time Peter Leonard served on the coast, sailors in the Preventive Squadron were only very rarely permitted ashore. The sailors were confined even in port, when their ships would anchor as far from the coast as could safely be managed. “Society,” wrote one observer, “must be entirely given up by those serving in the blockade. At Sierra Leone and Ascension there are a few ladies, but it is not often you pay a visit to either.”[65] The Admiralty admitted that “The service in this bight [viz. the Bight of Benin] … has always been one of the most irksome and monotonous character that can be well conceived.”[66] The quarantine imposed by the Royal Navy on its West African vessels had a two-fold purpose. First, trial and error showed that sailors were less likely to suffer from fever if they were kept offshore. And second, the colonial missionary establishment was anxious about the effect of British seamen on the morality of the “natives.”

An Admiralty report on the health and well-being of sailors serving on the West African station remarked,

It appears … that the officers and men who navigate prize vessels to Sierra Leone suffer most severely. They generally arrive worn out by excessive labour, broken rest, and exposure both by night and day upon the deck of a small vessel, probably crowded with slaves in a loathsome state of misery and disease. After the human cargo has been delivered over to the authorities on shore, and the vessel condemned to be broken up or sold, they also land, and take up their quarters in a building in the town.
appropriated for the purpose, and denominated ‘the barn;’ here it generally happens that the officer, quartered, perhaps, in a different part of the town, loses all control over his men, who being left to themselves, at once plunge into every kind of excess with all the characteristic carelessness of British seamen.[67]

Sailors were thought to spread moral contagion through Britain and to demean its imperial profile. The 1820s were the high-water mark of British missions to sailors, and the missionaries at work among British seamen were unanimous in condemnation.[68] “Jack Tar,” one bellowed, “was allowed … to run into all sorts of excess in immorality, to wallow at pleasure in the mire of the most debasing iniquity, without punishment and without reproach! His maddened riot was called jollity! His reckless improvidence, generosity! His lack of reason, bravery!”[69] Another wrote, “we sent out of the port of London, ten thousand missionaries for the devil, in our ships, to corrupt the heathen, by their drunkenness and debauchery … Nineteen hundred ships had been in these docks since last January; and could any person prove that any NINE, of this nineteen hundred, had been engaged in promoting the gospel of Jesus Christ, by the life and conduct of the crew.”[70] Sierra Leone, a place of particular interest for Evangelicals because of its association with abolitionism and its many Christian missions, seemed particularly vulnerable. The putative feral immorality of British sailors was a kind of moral contagion, as dangerous in its way as the miasmas of the West African coast. Both “disease environments,” the literal environment of the littoral and its people, and the moral environment of the ship and its tars gave Peter Leonard space to emphasize his difference and his superiority.

VI. Peter Leonard, surgeon and man of letters

Medical consultations with run-of-the-mill sailors were quick and perfunctory – the surgeon had a putative monopoly on medical knowledge, and was at any rate a ranking officer. The few instances in his autobiographical writings in which Peter Leonard reported on a medical consultation are consequently very important. Peter Leonard did not write his journals in order to describe the everyday life of surgeon at sea. Primarily, Leonard seems to have written in order to intervene in the debates about the future of the Sierra Leone colony then current in the United Kingdom. But that intervention and, more broadly, the decision to present himself in print as an author, was rooted in an intense anxiety.
about class and about his own position in the British world order. When Peter Leonard did write about himself as a physician, it was in the context of an examination of a high-class Portuguese grandee at Boa Vista, an outpost in the Cape Verde Islands. “I landed on the 18th,” Leonard calmly recounted, “at the request of Colonel Martinez, on a professional visit to his wife, who is afflicted with a most painful disease of the eyes.” It is unlikely that Leonard was able to ease Colonel Martinez’s wife’s affliction. Still, Leonard was happy to note that “I had many acknowledgements, of course, besides a present of a hundred-weight of coffee from [Martinez’s] own plantation.”[71] Leonard learned later that Col. Martinez was a notorious slave-trader, but there is still an element of pride in his report of this request to call on the wife of a powerful man. Peter Leonard was an educated man, subordinate to less-educated commissioned officers, and generally dealt with the illnesses and injuries of lower-class British sailors; he aspired to greater social prominence and found it difficult to attain as a surgeon in the Preventive Squadron. His autobiography reveals this desire for upward mobility both in its content and in the fact of its publication.

Leonard feared the African climate, but he could calm himself by trying to explain it; organized knowledge might lead to mastery. But Leonard could not master the vicissitudes of class and status. In the 1830s it was very difficult for medical officers to secure advancement in the navy. In 1814 the Royal Navy employed 840 surgeons and 600 assistant-surgeons. In 1835, two years after Leonard published his memoirs, there were 600 surgeons and only 280 assistant-surgeons in the senior service, and the possibilities for promotion among those who had kept their jobs were poor.[72] Ironically, the Preventive Squadron was a relatively happy hunting ground for commissioned officers (as distinguished from surgeons and other officers who served by warrant and not by commission). Siân Rees argues that in the late 1820s, “the Preventive Squadron was the only naval service that offered bounty, excitement and promotion.”[73] An ambitious lieutenant who lived long enough could hope for a command in the Squadron, but a surgeon was unlikely to be promoted. Leonard complained that the government’s priorities were askew. The island of Fernando Po had recently been leased from the Spanish as a new base for the West Africa Squadron, and Leonard thought the money had been poorly spent. “Forty thousand pounds a year,” he wrote, “are thus expended upon Fernando Po, while dock-yard
curtailments are daily going on, and the energies of the navy, upon which our country mainly rests her hopes of peace and safety, are cramped and paralyzed, in consequence of the insurmountable obstacles thrown in the way of that necessary stimulus, promotion.”[74] In part, Leonard’s decision to write and to publish his memoirs speaks to a desire to win fame and fortune outside the professional channels of the Royal Navy. This simple analysis also hints at the history of a more complicated social reality and at the complexities of national and imperial identity.

In his life-writing, Peter Leonard often alluded to both the Classics and to the classics of the Augustan period. These allusions are generally documented with quotation marks but without a particular reference—the educated reader would have appreciated Leonard’s sophistication. Leonard described the smell of Orango Island, near the mouth of the Gabon River as “an agreeable perfume probably like that which we are told regaled the senses of Hanno, the Carthaginian Admiral, and his followers, during their voyage of discovery.”[75] The allusion is a plea to his readers to Britain and America to understand that he is a man of parts, and a participant in the common culture of the educated. This tendency is particularly apparent in the second volume of autobiography, perhaps because Leonard was more concerned with how he was seen and represented in the British press. Leonard’s work is replete with examples. Off the African coast, remoras sometimes clung to the hulls of ships in such numbers that they slowed the boats to the point of incapacitation. Leonard reported on this phenomenon with a strange elitism, punctuated by an allusion to Shakespeare.[76] “A few diverting skippers have been in the habit of compelling their crews to catch two [remoras] daily, and to muster every morning with one in each hand, or subject themselves to the severe displeasure of their sage commander. It is astonishing through what strange, minute, and undiscovered crannies the sagacity of some men, ‘vested with a little brief authority,’ will sometimes ooze out.”[77] The quotation seems to point to the strange role that surgeons played aboard ships—the sarcasm of “sage commander” and the contempt of the verb “to ooze” seem to suggest a certain measure of resentment toward command as a concept (although perhaps not toward Leonard’s own superior officers). Leonard, along with this sniffling at maritime authority, established his literacy and sophistication by quoting from Measure for Measure.[78] The quotation
itself (and *Measure for Measure*, for that matter) raises questions about the source and authenticity of political authority. Leonard’s quotation is a subversive nod to his non-naval audience. He might have been a sailor, but he was an educated man first and foremost.

In another incident, Leonard described a female slave, “with a chastity of demeanour ‘above all Greek, all Roman fame,’ and a purity of heart that would have done honour to the most refined and exalted state of human society.”[79] In this quotation, Leonard revealed both his civilized understanding of the role of women in society—itself an enlightened notion—and also quoted from Pope’s *Imitations of Horace.*[80] Likewise, he quoted John Gay while reflecting on the tension between the beautiful landscape and its deadly vapors, writing “‘All the grateful country breathes delight.’ If we could but add with Gay, ‘Here blooming health exerts her gentle reign,’ the agreeable picture would be complete, but merged in its fatal climate, all the beauties of the country are lost.”[81] These quotations, and many others like them, are an expression of Leonard’s intense desire not to be forgotten by the Enlightenment culture that he left behind in Edinburgh and aspired to join in London. His points of reference are typical – occasionally the Bible, but most often Shakespeare, followed closely by Augustan poets and translators of the Classics. These both indicate Leonard’s civilization to his readers, and console him in the alien civilization of West Africa.

Another stock figure in the literary bestiary of the early nineteenth century was “Jack Tar,” the loveable and patriotic, but ignorant and occasionally violent British sailor.[82] A typical joke, published in a cheap jest-book sketches the stereotype well:

Seven Jack tars, having hired each his horse, at an inn in Chalfount, near Uxbridge, which horses lately belonged to a regiment that was broke; an officer seeing them galloping very fast, said to some of his friends, standing at an inn door, I will now shew you some diversion; at which time, the tars on full speed, with their heads over their horses, were come to a brook that ran across the road; and upon the officers crying out *Halt* the horses suddenly stopped, and threw them all into the brook, to the no small entertainment of the spectators.[83]

Peter Leonard knew about this stereotype, and his writings show an intense desire not to be considered a typical tar. Instead, Leonard took it
upon himself to act as a kind of anthropologist of the Tars. Sailors, he wrote, are “generally strangers to each other … [and yet,] their circumscribed society … [makes] them feel that mutual assistance and mutual good are not mere virtues to be talked of, but actual duties to be performed.”[84] He also reported on the tars’ jargon and manner of life. The giant rats that infest the ships, Leonard wrote, “are well whiskered and long-tailed, and generally known amongst our sailors by the classical cognomen of Bandicote, the derivation of which is to me a mystery.”[85] The sailors are “our” sailors, not “us.” Although he treated them, and was responsible for them, Peter Leonard was not one of them. “It is gratifying,” he wrote, “to think that Jack is still the same—that he fights for the love of it just as he was wont to do—for it is not to be supposed that any notions concerning the inhumanity of slave-dealing, or the boon of emancipation which he is about to confer on so many hundreds of his fellow-creatures, enter his thoughtless head, when he begins the conflict. He is ordered—it is his duty: and, besides this, he likes it.”[86] Peter Leonard was a sailor who defined himself against sailors, a Scot who defined himself as English using African proxies to exemplify Scottishness, and an ambitious surgeon who wanted to be recognized as a man of cultivation.

VII. Peter Leonard, the apotheosis of a naval surgeon

Peter Leonard continued to rise through the ranks, in part because he survived the disease environment (longevity was on his side—he died at 87, in 1888). He was a good bureaucrat. After the publication of his memoirs, he wrote only one other book, *A Naval Medical Journal of Service in South America*, a compilation of data about mortality in the South American station, intended for the use of the Admiralty.[87] In 1849 he was awarded the Blane Medal, “awarded to naval medical officers who have shown the most distinguished proof of zeal and ability in the professional returns rendered annually to the Medical Department of the Navy,” by the Admiralty for his work in South America.[88] When Leonard returned to Britain at last, perhaps bolstered by his promotions and medals, he earned an M.D. degree from the University of St Andrews in 1851 and was elected to membership in the Royal College of Physicians in London in 1859.[89] He was now a physician and no longer a man on the margin. As a physician, he was transferred to the hospitals division of the Admiralty, serving first at the Melville Hospital, in Medway, Kent. His
punctilious service and attention to paperwork brought him advancement. In May 1855, he was appointed Deputy-Inspector of Hospitals.[90] He eventually became the superintendent of the Royal Naval Hospital at Haslar. On Tuesday, April 30, 1855, Queen Victoria and the Prince Consort visited Haslar:

The Queen and Prince walked through the square to the patients’ walk beyond the chapel, returned, and entered the medical wards under charge of Dr Lindsay, Medical Inspector. After inspecting these the Royal party entered the surgical wards under the care of Dr Peter Leonard, the Deputy Medical Inspector. Her Majesty manifested the greatest solicitude for the comfort of the sick and wounded seamen and marines, and addressed in the most feeling manner the maimed victims of the war, of whom Dr Leonard has at present several deplorable cases.[91]

“To a bloody war, or a sickly season”—Dr. Leonard had moved up the ranks, from vomiting blood over the taffrail to the comfort of a high-ranking position in the domestic hospitals service. Empires do not succeed without rewarding their bureaucrats. On March 24, 1871, Dr. Leonard was awarded a pension of £100 a year.[92] He entered the higher levels of medical society, and attended fashionable parties.[93] He was invited to give testimony before Parliament in 1869, on the revision of the *Contagious Diseases Act* of 1866 and was charged with implementing the provisions of the Act in the naval hospitals.[94] After making his career in Africa and South America, he was modestly rewarded in Britain. He was important enough to have his obituary printed in the *Times* (although it does not seem to have been widely reproduced in other publications) but is now mostly forgotten. His life cannot be completely recovered, cannot be fully written, but his literary remains offer tantalizing glimpses of the day-to-day life of British officials in West Africa and of the possibilities of recovering the biographies of the lesser imperialists of the British world.

Peter Leonard’s life also complicates the history of abolitionism in small-scale but intriguing ways. Leonard’s life and work show how the realities of fighting the slave trade were translated and expressed to metropolitan audiences in London and Philadelphia and how issues of class, professional status, race, and nationality were embedded into debates about the slave trade. Above all, Leonard’s career emphasizes the wide divide between opposition to slavery and any appreciation of African
cultures—or even any affirmation of African humanity. Emma Christopher's work on sailors in the slave trade in the late eighteenth century shows how sailors in the trade organized for better wages and working conditions using African slaves as a foil.\[95\] White supremacy was built into the logic of labor organization. White sailors were not Africans, and refused to be treated like Africans. For Peter Leonard, sailors and Africans were both foils; he was not a common sailor, and he certainly was not an African. In consequence, Leonard placed Africans and the European working people into crude stock poses—the “good” missionary-educated African, the “lazy” “uncivilized” African living outside of European authority, the ferocious, drunk and stupid British sailor. Peter Leonard—physician to rich Portuguese senhores, trained surgeon, man of letters—“rubbed shoulders with them, but they could not touch him; he shared the air they breathed, but he was different.”

† I am grateful to all of the participants in the Colonialism and Imperialism Workshop at Princeton University for their help and support in revising this essay. An early draft was hammered into coherence by their helpful questions and acute critiques. I am also grateful to two anonymous readers for their comments. This article is dedicated to the memory of Dr. Margaret C. Kiely; I think she would have appreciated the gesture.
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